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Know your institution 
Consider the user population size, location, and 
expectation.   
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Does your library serve multiple campuses?  You 
may require a multi-site license.  If a site has a 
small user population, you may be able to negotiate 
naming it on the license, but that site not raising 
the cost.   
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Who is the intended audience?  You may need to 
accommodate public patrons through authorized 
walk-in use.  Do you have affiliated researchers 
who would use this product?  The license might 
only define faculty and students, so watch wording.   
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Does your library serve the needs of online 
classrooms?  How will users access the resource? 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Are you a public institution?  If so, there may be 
state requirements for some of the terms of the 
license.  
 
Look at model licenses 
Model licenses are essentially examples of how a license 
is constructed and what expectations are of the Licensor 
and Licensee in a standard agreement.  Library 
consortiums may have models in place that are created 
by members for the consortial licensing manager to 
better represent their needs when in negotiation with 
vendors.  Find model licenses on consortium websites or 
through library associations.  
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Model licenses are useful educational tools for learning 
the parts of a license. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
They are also helpful to identify possible issues and how 
those issues are addressed.  The Licensee may consult a 
model license when suggesting alternate wording to a 
Licensor during negotiation.   
Make a checklist 
Checklists are quick visual guides for navigating 
sometimes complicated terms.  A checklist may be used 
in the creation of a licensing policy as well as part of the 
process of reviewing a license. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
What goes into a checklist? Checklist items may include 
common elements such as whether the Licensor is the 
rights holder of the electronic resource, how the parties 
are identified, then more unique needs of the institution 
that must be provided for, the library’s stance on 
liabilities and legal obligations such as indemnification, 
issues in preservation, access and distribution expected 
by collection development staff, and possible 
requirements of the institution by law.   
Establish policy first 
Licensing policy enforces consistency 
in negotiation and facilitates 
understanding among library staff 
assessing collection development 
once a license is reviewed.  It also 
gives the negotiating librarian a 
starting point with the vendor. 
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